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ROLE OF GMCVO BOARD MEMBERS 

1. Values: Act as the custodians of the organisation’s values, vision and mission. 
 

2. Strategy: In collaboration with the Chief Executive, lead the formation, implementation and 
monitoring of GMCVO’s strategic plans. 

 

3. Advocacy: Promote GMCVO, its members and the voluntary, community and social 
enterprise (VCSE) sector, within Greater Manchester and beyond. 
 

4. Scrutiny: Ensure that GMCVO operates to the highest standards of governance and risk 
management, complies with relevant legislation and is financially robust. 

 
5. Working with staff: Provide support and challenge, and a confidential forum for discussion, 

for the Chief Executive and other senior executive officers. 
 

6. There is plenty of scope for Board members to become more closely involved in elements of 
GMCVO’s work although this is not essential.  This could be through: 

 membership of the Finance and Personnel Committee, 

 taking on a directorship of a subsidiary trading company, 

 participation in a working group,  

 chairing events and representing GMCVO externally. 

 

BENEFITS: 

 
Board members report a high level of personal and professional benefits.  This includes: 

 Gaining a wider strategic insight through leadership of a high profile Greater Manchester 
organisation. 

 Opportunities to do work you might not normally do and in a different context, leading to the 
development of new skills. 

 The opportunity to build new relationships and form new networks, and to gain a wider knowledge 
of the VCSE sector and Greater Manchester communities.  

 

SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED: 

 
1. Understanding of the economic, social and political context in which GMCVO is working. 
 
2. Interest in the development of the Greater Manchester city region and the potential role to be 

played by citizen-led social economy organisations1. 
 
3. Connections and wider networks within Greater Manchester. These could be within any sector – 

GMCVO works with all sectors and we welcome a diversity of Board members. 
 
4. Experience of (or willingness to learn about): 

 strategic management and/or governance, 

                                            
1 such as voluntary organisations and charities, community groups, faith groups, social 
enterprises, community businesses and mutuals 
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 the role of “infrastructure” and membership organisations like GMCVO, 

 issues around operating in the non-profit sector including legal and financial constraints. 
 
5. A real interest in the affairs of organisation and its membership and a willingness to be informally 

“hands on” rather than just a “committee person”. 
 

COMMITMENT REQUIRED 

 
GMCVO operates in a volatile, risky environment and therefore requires active, fully engaged Board 
members who are able to keep up to speed with our current work and be reliably available to take 
decisions. 
 
All Board members should be committed to attend Board meetings (6 per ear plus an Annual General 
Meeting). There may be email or telephone discussion between meetings if necessary. 
 
Board members are appointed to serve for three years at a time, but may serve further terms.  Most 
Board members serve two or three terms. The Board values the experience both of longer-standing 
members and new recruits as this creates a balanced team. 
 
New Board members may be appointed at the Annual General Meeting, or may be co-opted by the 
Board. Competitive elections and/or interviews may be held if there are more high quality candidates 
than places.  Members may resign at any time. 
 
We welcome applicants from all backgrounds and acknowledge that everyone has different strengths 
and needs. We work to ensure everyone is enabled to participate fully. 
 
Board members may claim “out of pocket” expenses that would not otherwise be remunerated. 
 
Board members are expected to sign up to a standard Code of Conduct. 
 

 


